
When Bad Girls Lose 

 

Normally Julie and Aleta of The Biker Chix get the better of The Cheerleaders when they clash 

in their hate-filled, decade-long feud. 

 

But not tonight. 



 

Blonde Kayla and brunette Michelle of The Cheerleaders challenged their biker bitch arch rivals 

to a falls count anywhere fight at one of the sleaziest and most dangerous bars in town, and the 

bad girls gladly accepted - looking forward to kicking the good girls' asses yet again in a match 

that would normally suit the sadistic heels. The consequence for the losing team was quite 

simple: the two naked losers would be impaled on a pair of dildos and then forced to suck 

another pair of dildos in front of the jam-packed bar until closing time - with the winners and the 

fans allowed to do whatever they want to them.  

 

The Cheerleaders have been surging in confidence lately and have been on a hot streak racking 

up wins, and their newfound confidence - and unchecked aggression - was apparent right from 

the opening bell. Michelle (with one of the best bodies in pro wrestling looking scrumptious in 

her silver cheerleader outfit) is a superstar athlete and by far the better member of The 

Cheerleaders, and she decided to go after redheaded Aleta - the weak link in the Biker Chix - 

right away while Kayla took on Julie. Over the years raven haired Julie has dominated the blonde 

cheer girl (who wrestles in a gold cheerleader outfit) about as much as one woman could 

possibly dominate another, and Kayla has never beaten Julie clean in a one on one match. Julie 

has literally made Kayla's life a living hell over the past decade, and the gorgeous blonde has lots 

of aches and pains all over her succulent young body from Julie's punishment and torture 

(including having her clitoris snagged countless times with blowtorch-heated pliers and tongs). 

Yet on this night Kayla and Michelle came prepared with taped fists with broken glass on the 

tape, while the bikers underestimated the babyfaces and didn't bring too many weapons. The 

much quicker Kayla (her one advantage over the much bigger and more powerful brunette) 

pounced on Julie right away and busted her open with a broken glass-reinforced taped fist shot 

within seconds of the fight, while Michelle did the same to Aleta. 

 

It was a slaughter.  

 

You combine a hungry good girl team on the best win streak of their careers against a sore and 

tired bad girl team on an off night and you get the most lopsided ass kicking that the Biker Chix 

have ever taken, with those ominous dildos waiting for them and their sensitive pussies. Michelle 

and Kayla pounded Aleta and Julie all over the bar, slammed them through tables, slammed their 

faces into walls and pillars, hanged them from the bar with chains, and hammered them with the 

broken glass taped fists until the bad girls were a pair of bloody pulps. Then the good girls 

stripped them nude in front of the shocked crowd, who fully expected the bad girls to win. In this 

exact same bar last summer the bikers utterly annihilated The Cheerleaders until pinning them in 

a humiliating "69" position in nothing but their cheerleader skirts before giving them a public 

torture session bound to a pair of poles and then finally dragging their tormented bodies around 

the bar with their motorcycles while fans poured beer and other things on the defeated babyfaces. 

But that was the old Cheerleaders team, before their newfound confidence. 

 

After stripping the biker bitches Kayla and Michelle stood them up like living rag dolls and 

finished them off with stereo double front handspring elbows to the face, pulping the reeling and 

almost helpless heels even more. Julie and Aleta crumpled to the bar's grimy floor, and then the 

good girls pinned the nude heels with a pair of humiliating face sits while The Cheerleaders 



struck sexy poses for fans taking pictures and videos with their phones, shimmying on the bad 

girls' faces to literally rub it in. 

 

Then came the fun part, as The Cheerleaders impaled Julie and Aleta on the dildos and then 

forced them to start sucking, as you see above. The bikers then suffered what might be the worst 

humiliation of their lives, for hours. After being dominated for years by the bikers Kayla and 

Michelle really needed a night like this - perhaps the best and most satisfying win of their 

careers, and certainly the worst and most humiliating defeat ever for The Biker Chix…       
 


